
of Economics

The Cultural Evolution



How did mainstream economics miss this?



We are in overshoot-
and-collapse… yet 

“economics as usual” 
remains blind.

Why is that?



It still fails to recognize natural limits.

Why is that?



The mostly unknown 
history of economics…

…got its start with dead 
matter.

Can we bring it back to life?



Our story begins in the late 1800’s… 
when the best science available was 

statistical physics.

At a time when 
secularism was on 

the rise.



When economics made the 
transition from moral 

philosophy to empirical 
science, it needed source 
materials and methods.

1850 1950



The field of biology was a 
mess during this time. 

Didn’t get on solid ground 
until the 1930’s…

Economics couldn’t base 
itself on life sciences!

So it continued to grow into 
widespread use based on 

equilibrium physics.



All that it had was equilibrium 
physics for dead matter!



1940 1990

Birth of 
Ecology

Chaos Theory

Complexity
Science

Cybernetics

Earth Systems
Science

These sciences formed later…



A lingering question:

If economics tried to be scientific, 
why didn’t it update its theories 

with biology and ecology?



Starting in 1947… 

A strategic effort to build 
institutions in support of “free 

market” ideology.

The result:

Active conflation of ideology and 
research methods.



A Global Propaganda Network
(US Edition)



So how do we evolve economics 
to where humanity needs it to 

go?



Regenerating Bioregions

A Cultural Evolution Model for Restoring Planetary Health



Claim #1: 

Humans have degraded landscapes all 
over the planet to the point that the Earth is 
now in overshoot-and-collapse.

Claim #2: 

It is necessary to regenerate ecosystem 
functions at regional scales to restore 

planetary health and safeguard humanity’s 
future.



Local metrics for social 
wellbeing and ecological health

Global goals for planetary health





Regenerative Economics

A great deal is now known 
about how to treat 

economies like living 
systems (which they are) 

using the tools of 
complexity, ecology, and 

evolution.






